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We investigate the B → K∗pi decays, one of hardly understandable processes among charm-
less B-meson decays, within the perturbative QCD method. Owing to the dynamically en-
hanced mechanism in PQCD, we obtain large branching ratios and large direct CP asymme-
tries: Br(B0 → K∗±pi∓) = (9.1+4.9+0.3−3.9−0.2) × 10
−6, Br(B± → K∗0pi±) = (10.0+5.3−3.5 ± 0.0) × 10
−6;
Acp(B0 → K∗±pi∓) = (−19.2+0.5−1.7)%, and Acp(B
±
→ K∗±pi0) = (−43.7+4.0−4.2)%. The branching
ratios are consistent with experimental data and large direct CP violation effects will be tested by
near future experimental measurements in Asymmetric B-factory.
PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 11.30.Er, 12.38.Bx, 14.40.Nd
The predictive power of the perturbative QCD
(pQCD) approach has been demonstrated successfully
in exclusive 2-body B-meson decays, especially charm-
less B-meson processes [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] which is
based on kT factorization theorem [9]. This is a modified
version of the pQCD theory for exclusive processes[10].
The idea is to separate hard scattering kernels from a
high-energy QCD process, which are calculable in a per-
turbative way . Nonperturbative parts are organized into
universal hadron distribution amplitudes, which can be
determined from experimental data. By introducing par-
ton transverse momenta k⊥, we can generate naturally
the Sudakov suppression effect due to the resummation
of large double logarithms Exp[−αsCF4pi ln2(Q
2
k2
⊥
)], which
suppress the long-distance contributions in the small k⊥
region and give a sizable average < k2⊥ >∼ Λ¯MB. This
can resolve the end point singularity problem and allow
the applicability of pQCD to exclusive B-meson decays.
We found that almost all of the contributions to the
matrix element come from the integration region where
αs/pi < 0.3 and the pertubative treatment can be justi-
fied.
In the pQCD approach, we can predict the contribu-
tion of non-factorizable term and annihilation diagram
on the same basis as the factorizable one. A folklore
for annihilation contributions is that they are negligible
compared to W-emission diagrams due to helicity sup-
pression. However the operators O5,6 with helicity struc-
ture (S − P )(S + P ) are not suppressed and give domi-
nant imaginary values, which is the main source of strong
phase in the pQCD approach.
An alternative method to exclusive B meson decays is
QCD-factorization approach (QCDF)[11], which is based
on collinear factorization theorem.
For some modes, such as the B → Kpi decays, the dif-
ference between the pQCD and QCDF approaches may
not be signigicant. As explained in ref.[2], the typical
hard scattering scale is about 1.5 GeV. Since the RG
evolution of the Wilson coefficients C4,6(t) increase dras-
tically as t < MB/2, while that of C1,2(t) remain almost
constant, we can get a large enhancement effects from
both wilson coefficents and matrix elements in pQCD.
In general the amplitude can be expressed as
Amp ∼ [a1,2 ± a4 ± mP,V0 (µ)a6] · < Kpi|O|B > (1)
with the chiral factors mP0 (µ) = m
2
P /[m1(µ) + m2(µ)]
for pseudoscalar meson and mV0 = mV for vector meson.
To accommodate the B → Kpi data in the factorization
and QCD-factorization approaches, one relies on the chi-
ral enhancement by increasing the mass m0 to as large
values about 3 GeV at µ = mb scale. So two methods
accomodate large branching ratios of B → Kpi and it
is difficult for us to distinguish two different methods in
B → PP decays. In addition, the direct CP asymmetries
in B → Kpi decays are not large enough to distinguish
the two approaches after taking into account the theo-
retical uncertainties.
However the difference can be detected in the direct
CP asymmetry of B0 → pi±pi∓ process because of the
different power counting rules and the branching ratios
of in B → PV modes since there is no chiral enhanced
factor in LCDAs of the vector meson. Due to the dif-
ferent power counting rules of the QCDF and pQCD ap-
proaches, based on collinear and kT factorizations, re-
spectively, the vertex correction is the leading source of
the strong phase in the former, and the annihilation dia-
gram is in the latter. The strong phases derived from the
above two sources are opposite in sign, and the latter has
a large magnitude. This is the reason QCDF prefers a
small and positive CP asymmetry Cpipi [12], while pQCD
prefers a large and negative Cpipi ∼ −30% [2, 8].
We can test whether dynamical enhancement or chi-
ral enhancement is responsible for the large B → Kpi
branching ratios by measuring the B → φK(∗) modes.
In these modes penguin contributions dominate, such
that their branching ratios are insensitive to the varia-
tion of the unitarity angle φ3. According to recent works
within QCDF[13], the branching ratio of B → φK is
(2 − 7)× 10−6 including 30% annihilation contributions
in real part of amplitudes within QCD-factorization ap-
proach. However pQCD predicts 10 × 10−6 [5] with
mostly pure imaginary annihilation contributions. For
2B → φK∗ decays, QCDF gets about 9 × 10−6[14], but
pQCD have 15 × 10−6[6]. Because of these relatively
small branching ratios for B → PV and V V decays in
QCD-factorization approach, they can not globally fit the
experimental data for B → PP, V P and V V modes si-
multaneously with same sets of free parameters (ρH , φH)
and (ρA, φA) [16]. To expalin large branching ratios of
B → V P modes, they have to break the universality of
free parameter sets with ρH,A ≥ 1 and finally lost the
predictive power.
In this letter we investigate the more complicated
B → K∗pi processes, which contain both tree and pen-
guin contributions, while B → φK(∗) is a pure penguin
process. It is well known that it is very difficult to explain
the observed B → K∗pi branching ratios using the fac-
torization assumption (FA) [15] and QCDF[16]: the ex-
perimantal measurements are much larger than the the-
oretical predictions.
The reason is as follows. The measured Br(B → K∗pi)
are roughly the same as Br(B → Kpi) ∼ 2× 10−5. How-
ever, the penguin operators O5,6 contribute to the latter,
but not to the former. Due to the loss of this impor-
tant piece of contributions, the predicted Br(B → K∗pi)
become a quarter of the predicted Br(B → Kpi). The
same difficulty has been encountered in the B → ρpi de-
cays, where the vector meson is replaced by a ρ meson
[4]. This controversy remains, no matter how the angle
φ3 is varied [17]. Hence, the B → K∗pi decays is worth
of an intensive study.
We shall evaluate the branching ratios of the following
modes,
B± → K∗0pi± , B0d → K∗±pi∓ ,
B± → K∗±pi0 , B0d → K∗0pi0 , (2)
and the CP asymmetries, for instance, f = K∗+pi−
ACP =
Br(B¯0d → f¯)− Br(B0d → f)
Br(B¯0d → f¯) + Br(B0d → f)
, (3)
as functions of the unitarity angle φ3. It will be shown
that penguin and annihilation amplitudes in the B →
K∗pi decays are greatly enhanced by Wilson evolutin ef-
fects. There is also small enhancement from the K∗ me-
son wave functions, which are more asymmetric than the
kaon wave funcitons, and from the K∗ meson decay con-
stant fK∗ , which is larger than the kaon decay constant
fK . It turns out that these enhancements compensate
the loss of the O5,6 contributions, and that PQCD pre-
dictions are in agreement with the data.
The decay rates of B → K∗pi have the expressions,
Γ =
G2FM
3
B
128pi
|A|2 . (4)
The decay amplitudes A for the different modes are writ-
ten as
A(K∗0pi+) = fK∗V ∗t FP (d)e + V ∗t MP (d)e + fBV ∗t FP (u)a
+V ∗t MP (u)a − fBV ∗u FTa − V ∗uMTa , (5)
A(K∗+pi−) = fK∗V ∗t FP (u)e + V ∗t MP (u)e + fBV ∗t FP (d)a
+V ∗t MP (d)a − fK∗V ∗u FTe − V ∗uMTe , (6)√
2A(K∗+pi0) = fK∗V ∗t FP (u)e + V ∗t MP (u)e + fBV ∗t FP (u)a
+V ∗t MP (u)a + fpiV ∗t FPeK + V ∗t MPeK
−fK∗V ∗u FTe − V ∗uMTe − fBV ∗u FTa
−V ∗uMTa − fpiV ∗u FTeK − V ∗uMTeK , (7)√
2A(K∗0pi0) = fK∗V ∗t FP (d)e + V ∗t MP (d)e + fBV ∗t FP (d)a
+V ∗t MP (d)a + fpiV ∗t FPeK + V ∗t MPeK
−fpiV ∗u FTeK − V ∗uMTeK , (8)
to which A(K∗0pi−), A(K∗−pi+), √2A(K∗−pi0), and√
2A(K¯∗0pi0) are identical, respectively, but with the the
product V ∗t (V
∗
u ) of the CKM matrix elements replaced
by Vt (Vu).
The detail expression of analytic formulas for all ampli-
tudes (FT,Pi and M
T,P
i ) will be presented elsewhere[19].
In the above expressions fB is the B meson decay con-
stant. The notations F represent factorizable contribu-
tions (form factors), and M represent nonfactorizable
(color-suppressed) contributions. The subscripts a and
e denote the annihilation and W-emission topology, re-
spectively. The superscript P (T ) denotes contributions
from the penguin (Tree) operators. FT
a(e), associated
with the time-like K∗-pi form factor (B → pi form fac-
tor), and MTa(e) are from the operators O(u)1,2 . The fac-
torizable contribution FPeK (F
T
eK ) is associated with the
B → K∗ form factor from the penguin (tree) operators,
and MPeK (MTeK) is the corresponding nonfactorizable
contribution.
In our numerical analysis, we use GF = 1.16639×10−5
GeV−2, the Wolfenstein parameters λ = 0.2196, A =
0.819, and Rb = 0.38
+0.10
−0.06 for the CKM matrix elements,
the masses MB = 5.28 GeV and MK∗ = 0.892 GeV, and
TABLE I: Contribution to the B+u → K
∗+pi0 decay from each
form factor and nonfactorizable amplitude.
fK∗ F
T
e −1.202× 10
−1
fK∗ F
P
e 4.424 × 10
−3
fB F
T
a −3.521 × 10
−2 + i 4.422 × 10−3
fB F
P
a 2.002 × 10
−3
− i 2.076 × 10−3
MTe −4.369 × 10
−3 + i 5.317 × 10−3
MPe 1.733 × 10
−4
− i 2.612 × 10−4
MTa −4.413 × 10
−4 + i 1.297 × 10−3
MPa −3.355× 10
−5
− i 4.591 × 10−6
fpi F
T
eK −1.089× 10
−2
fpi F
P
eK −1.832× 10
−3
MTeK −1.432 × 10
−2
− i 3.226 × 10−3
MPeK −8.466 × 10
−5
− i 1.894 × 10−5
3TABLE II: Enhancement effects in the B± → K∗0pi± decay amplitudes
Scales µ = t (∼ 1.5 GeV) µ = mb/2
Amplitudes Re (10−4 GeV) Im (10−4 GeV) Re (10−4 GeV) Im (10−4 GeV)
fK∗F
T
e -1202.0 — -1163.0 —
fK∗F
P
e 45.9 — 35.6 —
fB F
T
a -350.1 44.2 -340.7 42.8
fB F
P
a 20.0 -20.7 15.5 -14.8
MTe -43.7 53.2 -33.8 41.1
MPe 3.1 -4.3 2.4 -3.3
MTa -4.4 -13.0 -3.4 10.2
MPa -0.3 0.0 -0.3 0.0
Br. with ann. 10.0× 10−6 6.0× 10−6
Br. without ann. 4.6× 10−6 2.8× 10−6
TABLE III: PQCD predictions and experimental data for the
B → K∗pi branching Ratios in unit of 10−6.
Modes CELO Belle BaBar PQCD
K∗±pi∓ 16+6.3−5.4 26.0± 9.0 — 9.1
+4.9+0.3
−3.9−0.2
K∗0pi± < 16 16.2+4.8−4.5 15.5± 3.8 10.0
+5.3
−3.5 ± 0.0
K∗±pi0 — — — 3.2+1.9+0.6−1.2−0.2
K∗0pi0 — — — 2.8+1.6−1.0 ± 0.0
B¯0d (B
−) meson lifetime τB0 = 1.55 ps (τB− = 1.65 ps)
[18]. The angle φ3 = 80
o was extracted from the data of
the B → Kpi and pipi decays [2, 8]. With all the meson
wave functions given in our previous works, we calcu-
late the contributions from all the topologies as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 in B → Kpi paper[2]. The allowed range of
B-meson shape parameter, 0.36 GeV < ωB < 0.44 GeV ,
and chiral factor for pion, 1.2 GeV < mpi0 < 1.6 GeV
is determined from the reasonable B → pi and B → K
transition form factors. For example, all amplitudes for
the B+ → K∗+pi0 modes are listed in Table I, whose val-
ues are mostly the same magitude for other decay chan-
nels, because the difference comes only from electroweak
penguin contributions. We show in Table II the enhanc-
ing effect by comparing the decay amplitudes evaluated
at the characteristic hard scales t in PQCD and mb/2
in QCDF. It is also found that the annihilation contri-
butions are sizable in two-body charmless B meson de-
cays for the heavy-meson mass around 5 GeV [2] and
in fact contributed about 60% fraction of the branching
ratios, since factorized annihilation penguin contribution
has large imaginary part and also the same order of mag-
nitudes in real part as one of the factorized penguin con-
tribution. As expected, the dominant factorizable pen-
guin amplitudes are enhanced by about 30% due to the
Wilson evolution, more than the factorizable tree am-
plitudes are. The PQCD predictions for the B → K∗pi
branching ratios, presented in Table III, are consistent
with present experimental data. Here the first uncer-
tainty comes from the allowed ranges of both ωB and
mpi0 , and the second one comes from the uncertainty of
Rb = |Vub/Vcb|/λ.
Our predictions for the CP asymmetries in B → K∗pi
decays are given in Table IV, which have the same sign as
of those in B → Kpi decays. For φ3 = 80o, CP asymme-
tries of B0 → K∗±pi∓ and B± → K∗0pi± become large
due to the important imaginary penguin annihilation am-
plitudes.
At last, the dependence of the branching ratios of
B0 → K∗±pi∓ and B± → K∗0pi± on the angle φ3 is
shown in Fig.1 and large direct CP asymmetries of the
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FIG. 1: Branching ratios of B0 → K∗±pi∓(1-b) and B0 →
K∗0pi± (2-b) versus φ3 angle. The dot-, solid- and dashed-
dot line stands for the averaged branching ratio with (a)
ωB = 0.36 GeV and m
pi
0 = 0.16 GeV , (b) ωB = 0.40 GeV
and mpi0 = 0.14 GeV , and (c) ωB = 0.44 GeV and m
pi
0 =
0.12 GeV , respectively.
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FIG. 2: Direct CP asymmetry in B0 → K∗±pi∓(upper) and
B± → K∗±pi0(lower).
B0 → K∗±pi∓ and B± → K∗±pi0 on the angle φ3 is ex-
hibited in Fig.2. The branching ratios of K∗±pi∓ and
K∗±pi0 increase with φ3 rapidly, while the K
∗0pi± and
K∗0pi0 modes are insensitive to the variation of φ3. The
increase with φ3 is mainly a consequence of the intefer-
ence between the penguin contribution FPe and the tree
contribution FTe . The dependence on both the shape pa-
rameter wB for the B meson wave function and the chiral
factor mpi0 is also shown, which is strong in the K
∗∓pi±
and K∗∓pi0 modes, and weak in the other two. The sen-
sitivity is attributed to the fact that the former contain
both FPe and F
T
e , which involve the B meson wave func-
tion, while the latter contain only FPe .
TABLE IV: Direct CP Asymmetry of the B → K∗pi decays.
Case A corresponds to ωB = 0.44 GeV , m
pi
0 = 1.2 GeV , Case
B is to ωB = 0.40 GeV , m
pi
0 = 1.4 GeV , and Case C is to
ωB = 0.36 GeV , m
pi
0 = 1.6 GeV .
Modes case A case B case C PQCD
K∗±pi∓ -19.6 % -19.2 % -18.7 % −19.2+0.5−1.7 %
K∗0pi± -4.4 % -3.6 % -2.7 % −3.6+0.9−0.8 %
K∗±pi0 -47.9 % -43.7 % -39.7 % −43.7+4.0−4.2 %
K∗0pi0 -10.7 % -9.6 % -8.8 % −9.6+0.8−1.1 %
In this letter in order to explain one of the hardly un-
derstandable processes in charmless B-decays, we have
investigated the dynamical enhancement effect in the
B → K∗pi decays within pQCD method. Owing to
the dynamical enhancement of penguin contributions at
t ∼ 1.5 GeV, pQCD predictions for all the B → K∗pi
modes are consistent with the present experimental data,
which is a crucial decay process to distinguish pQCD
from other approachs. We also predicted large direct
CP asymmetry for B0 → K∗±pi∓ about -20% and for
B± → K∗0pi± about -40%, which can be tested in near
future measurements. More detail works will appear
elsewhere[19].
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